1. Strong foundations in Early Years
Close the early years development gap by delivering the best possible start for every child.

2. Successful school years
Every child successfully achieving their potential in attainment and development.

3. Positive destinations Post 16+
Every young person and adult to have the choice of a high quality route in education, employment or training.

4. Right advice and experiences
Access to the right advice and experiences at the right time to unlock opportunity throughout a person’s life.

5. Open recruitment
Careers and professions open to people of all backgrounds through transparent, accessible and open recruitment practices.

6. Fair career progression
Opportunities for career advancement for all based on ability and potential, not connections.

7. Widening access to savings & credit
Widening access to responsible credit and closing the savings gap.

8. Good health and well-being
Improving mental and physical health at all ages to boost overall well-being to allow people to fulfil their potential.

9. Extending enterprise
Extending private enterprise and entrepreneurship to all people and communities.

10. Closing the digital divide
Closing the divide in technology access, skills, opportunities and infrastructure.

11. Infrastructure for opportunity
Developing the physical infrastructure that connects people and places to opportunity.

12. Building homes & sustainable communities
Creating affordable quality homes so people can live in safe and sustainable communities.

13. Harness the energy transition
Ensure that the energy transition is fair and creates opportunities across the UK.

14. Achieve equality, through diversity & inclusion
Creating a level playing field on opportunity for all, to fully unleash Britain’s potential for the first time.